PREPARATION AND HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
PITA FOLDS
Chicago or NY Style
HANDLING/STORAGE GUIDELINES



 Keep frozen until day of use
 Never refrigerate or re-freeze
 Frozen shelf life is 6 months
Room Temperature shelf life is 2-3 days unopened bags

Preparation Instructions:




Remove pita bags from case and thaw at room temperature for
at least 3 hours before serving.
Remove enough packages for one day’s usage from case
Do not stack while thawing

Cooking Methods:

Microwave Oven

Flat-Top Grill







Preheat grill to 375-375F
Remove pita from bag
Brush pita with ½ tsp. Of oil front and back
Place pita on grill
Cook pita on each side for 25 seconds to get a golden brown
color
Remove and serve immediately





Place pita on microwave-safe dish
Cook for 15-20 seconds
Remove and serve immediately

PITA WRAPS
HANDLING/STORAGE GUIDELINES



 Keep frozen until day of use
 Never refrigerate or re-freeze
 Frozen shelf life is 6 months
Room Temperature shelf life is 2-3 days unopened bags

Preparation Instructions:

Sandwich Assembly:









Remove pita bags from case and thaw at room temperature for
at least 3 hours before serving.
Remove enough packages for one day’s usage from case
Do not stack while thawing




Cooking Methods:
Flat-Top Grill






Preheat grill to 350F
Remove pita from bag
Brush pita with ½ tsp. of oil front and back
Place pita on grill
Cook pita on each side for 10-15 seconds

Evenly distribute ingredients on pita wrap
Gently roll pita end to end. Halfway through rolling
of pita wrap, fold in excess paper from the ends of
the sandwich.
Roll the remainder of the sandwich
Cut the sandwich in half on a bias; display open ends
for service to customers

Wrapping Tips:




Center ingredients on pita, 1-½ inches from either
side, to ensure proper rolling.
Lay all ingredients from right to left and roll the
sandwich away from you.
Do not use burrito-rolling technique; sandwich
ends remain open.
 15” x 15” sandwich paper is recommended
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